INDEX

Compiled by Freda Wilkinson

The alphabetical arrangement is word by word. Added to the page number, n denotes a footnote, F a figure or illustration. Citation references are not indexed. The following abbreviations have been used (there are however others which are assumed to need no explanation):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AACR</td>
<td>Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALA</td>
<td>American Library Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPSP</td>
<td>Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI</td>
<td>American Society of Indexers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AusSI</td>
<td>Australian Society of Indexers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSI</td>
<td>British Standards Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASC/SCAD</td>
<td>Indexing and Abstracting Society of Canada/Société canadienne pour l'analyse de documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIS</td>
<td>Institute of Information Scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Library Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFAIS</td>
<td>National Federation of Abstracting and Indexing Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCRC</td>
<td>Primary Communications Research Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Society of Indexers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNISIST</td>
<td>Universal System for Information in Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations of organizations, World guide to (Buttress), 166

ABC-Clio Inc., computerized abstracting-indexing service, 131
publication jointly with ASI and SI, 159

Abstracting and indexing services, Some statistical indicators of UK (East), reviewed, 107
abstracting periodicals articles: workshop at SI conference, 60
abstracts: lecture at NFAIS conference, 209
Ackoff, R.L., on evaluating information systems, 14-15
AFNOR, see Association française de normalisation
Aagarde, A., indexer of public records, 146
Aitchison, J., and Root thesaurus, 224
Aitchison, T.M., appointed Director of INSPEC, 82
Aitken, A.J.: article in Logophile on dictionary compiling by computer, 72
Alcock, L., indexer of own archaeological books, 180
Allen and Unwin: indexing of archives, 73-4
alphabet of 24 letters (Middle Ages), 170
alphabetical arrangement in indexes, 171
experimental studies of retrieval (Hartley, Davies and Burnhill), 149-53
alphabetical listings, 35
alphabetization of prepositions in indexes (Wellisch), 90-2; comments on, 128-9, 201-2
in concordances, 211
Altman, E. (revisor), Local public library administration, 230
America: History and Life (AHL), abstracting-indexing service, 131-9 passim
American Bibliographical Center: computer-assisted index (ABC-SPIndex), 132, 133F, 136, 139F
American Journal of Archaeology: paper on archaeological indexing, 57; see also Dow, S.
American Library Association (ALA)
ALA filing rules, 222
ALA glossary, 21
ALA publications checklist 1980, 166

ALA world encyclopedia of library and information services (ed. Wedgeworth), 202; reviewed, 105-6
ALA yearbook 1980, reviewed, 227-8
and White House conference on library and information services, 95
American National Standards Institute, Basic criteria for indexes, 90
American Society for Information Science and White House conference on library and information services, 94
Annual review of information science and technology: Vol. 13, reviewed, 49; Vol. 14, reviewed, 227
American Society of Indexers (ASI) officers, 55, 111, 168, 232
participation in White House conference on library and information services, 94-5, 97
Proceedings of the second seminar on freelance indexing, 54, 63; reviewed, 106
publication jointly with ABC-Clio and SI, 159
referred to in ALA encyclopedia, 202
Anderson, H., Coal mining: index, 31
Anderson, J.D.
(ed.) Directory of courses on indexing in Canada and the United States, 206
structure in database indexing, 3-13
Anderson, M.D., 114, 154
Book indexing, 53, 153, 190; alphabetizing prepositions, 128
index to Antiquity, 181, 182
Andrewes, R., on rules for music in AACR 2, 161
Anglo-American cataloguing rules (1967): seminar report indexed by Liverpool students, 191
Anglo-American cataloguing rules (2nd ed., 1978), 46, 48, 224-5; index by K.G.B. Bakewell (Wheatley Medal), 79-80, 92
Examples illustrating AACR 2 (Hunter and Fox), reviewed, 105
Handbook explaining and illustrating AACR 2 (Maxwell), reviewed, 160, 161
Making of a code, The (ed. Clack), reviewed, 160
Bexhill Area Library, query from, 110

Biblical concordances, 211


biography and single-subject works: workshop at SI conference, 58

Bishop, D., on surnames in shipping records, 81

Black Country Society, 192, 193, 194

Blackcountryman, The: indexing by students at Liverpool, 189F, 190F, 192-4

*BLAISE* filing rules, 222

Blake, D.
on index arrangement and scope, 58

query on lasting quality of microfilm, 78

report on workshop at SI conference, 60

Blake dictionary, A (Damon), 53

Blazek, L. (ed.), *Canadian ethnic serials*, 230

Bloomfield, B.C. (ed.), *Middle East studies and* *BLAISE* filing rules, 222

Bogusis, R. (comp.), *Canadian ethnic serials*, 230

Bond, C. and R.: purchase of Butterworths, 229

book contracts: survey in *New Statesman*, 147

book design (Trevitt), reviewed, 104

Book design, *Methods of* (Williamson), 65; index, 67, 71

*Book Exchange*, The: article by 'J.A.L.' on the difficulties of freelancing, 206

*Book numbers* (Lehnus), reviewed, 224, 225

*Book reviews*, 45-52, 104-10, 159-65, 223-30

*ALA world encyclopedia of library and information services* (ed. Wedgeworth), 105-6

*ALA yearbook 1980*, The (ed. Wedgeworth), 227-8

Annual review of *information science and technology*: Vol. 13 (ed. Williams), 49; Vol. 14 (ed. Williams), 227

Bible and the poetry of Christina Rossetti, *The* (comp. Jimenez), 52

Bibliography of standards relevant to indexing and abstracting and the presentation of information, *A* (comp. Robertson), 165

Book design (Trevitt), 104

*Book numbers* (Lehnus), 224, 225

British information services not available online (comp. Dewe, with Colyer), 226

*BSO manual*, The: the development, rationale and guidelines to setting up an expertise index (Hoey), 223-4

Butterworths: *history of a publishing house* (Jones), 229

Career patterns and the occupational image: a study of the library/information field (Slater), 108

Case studies in computer-based bibliographic information services (Tedd), 107

*Cataloguing* (Hunter and Bakewell), 45, 46

Children's literary characters 1981: the first supplement to *Index to characters in children's literature* (Mortimore), 228-9

Choosing an automated library system: a planning guide (Matthews), 164

Copyright (Scarles), 104

Current use of word processors by British publishers, *The* (Oakeshott and Meadows), 227

Directory of British publishers and their terms 1981 (Pocock), 229-30

Directory of outreach services in public libraries (pub. ALA), 229

Examples illustrating AACR 2 (Hunter and Fox), 105

*First course in proof correcting*, A (Dellow), 104

Freedom to publish (Calvocoressi), 163-4

Guide through *Narnia*, A (Sammons), 165

Guidelines for the establishment and development of monolingual thesauri (BS1), 47

Guidelines to setting up an expertise index (Hoey), 107

Handbook for AACR 2 explaining and illustrating Anglo-American cataloguing rules 2nd ed. (Maxwell), 160, 161


Indexing, the art of (Knight), 45

Indexing and abstracting: an international bibliography (Wellisch), 159

Indexing books (Cross), 159-60

Industrial democracy: a selected bibliography (Petman), 52


Information sources in children's literature (Meacham), 50-1

Jailbird (Vonnegut), 109

James Joyce's manuscripts: an index (Groden), 163

Making of a code, *The*: the issues underlying AACR 2 (ed. Clack), 160-1

Mighty micro, *The*: the impact of the computer revolution (Evans), 47-8

Mini-thesauri (ed. Feinberg), 228

Model guidelines for the preparation of camera-ready typescripts by authors/typists (ed. O'Connor), 104, 105


*NFAIS/UNESCO* indexing in perspective education kit (Bearman, Brenner and Keenan, ed. Brenner), 48-9

No fond return of love (Pym), 108-9

North Western Newsletter: index 1950-1975 (Bakewell and students), 162

Owning your home computer (Perry), 228

Paraprofessional and the professional job structure, *The* (Mugnier), 164-5

Proceedings of the second seminar on freelance indexing (ed. Tebo), 106

Requiem for the card catalog: management issues in automated cataloging (Gore, Kimbrough and Spyers-Duran, eds.), 45-6

Research, a handbook for writers and journalists (Hoffmann), 46

Root thesaurus (BS1), 223-4


Search: an interaction unit introducing library skills (Dekock), 110

Seminar on AACR 2 (ed. Roe), 160, 161

Serial publications: their place and treatment in libraries (Osborn), 224-5

Serials librarianship (ed. Bourne), 224, 225

Some statistical indicators of UK abstracting and indexing services (East), 107

Thesaurus-making (Townley and Gee), 228

Typescripts, proofs and indexes (Butcher), 104

Where to look things up: A-Z of sources on all major educational topics (comp. Wallis), 162-3
Who's who in H.G. Wells (Ash), 51-2
Women view librarianship: nine perspectives (Lundy), 230
Writers' and artists' yearbook 1981, 165
books received/noted, see publications received/noted
Bookseller, The
comment on book review which praises index, 158
 indexer named in bibliographical details of book reviewed, 158
letter announcing publication of Pepys index, 204
letter on 'freelances as bankers', 204
letters on indexing, 206
Borko, H. and C.L. Bernier, Indexing concepts and methods, 90, 91
Bourne, R.
on AACR 2 and serials, 161
(ed.) Serials librarianship, reviewed, 224, 225
Bowker Publishing Co., 141
Bradley, P., reviews by, 51-2, 163
brains trust held by SI, 144
Bland, P., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
British Library: film periodicals index, 83, 84
British Library
CABLIS, current awareness bulletin, 194
catalogue in Reading Room, British Museum, 171
filing rules, 35
General catalogue of printed books to 1775, 1
Lending Division, serials practice, 224
plans for new building, 148
Research and Development Department
publications of, 22, 107, 166
readability research, 2
Science Reference Library, 117, 148
British Museum
Bentley archives in, 74
catalogue of 1787, 46
English cartoons and satirical prints on microfilm with indexes, 76, 76F
Research Laboratory, keyword scheme, 57, 180
British National Bibliography, see BNB/BSD 1949-1979
British Official Publications Not Published by HMSO, Catalogue of, 77
British Standards Institution (BSI)
English Language Agency, 223
Technical Help to Exporters department (THE), 223
BSI publications
glossaries: bolts, screws, nuts and accessories (BS 6040), 174; data processing (BS 3527), 21, 165; earth-moving machinery (BS 5718), 64; electrical and magnetic devices (BS 4727), 64; marine propellers (BS MA 86), 21; quality assurance (BS 4778), 21
Guidelines for the establishment and development of monolingual thesauri (BS 5723), 223; reviewed, 158
Recommendations for the preparation of indexes for books, periodicals and other publications (BS 3700), 67-8, 68F, 90-1, 149, 205
Root thesaurus, 223-4
Specification for alphabetical arrangement and the filing order of numerals and symbols (BS 1749), 90, 128, 222
Universal Decimal Classification (BS 1000), 5, 21, 64, 174
Broad System of Ordering, The BSO manual, reviewed, 165
Broxins, P.
on index length, 145
on papers on new indexing techniques, 2
review by, 49
Bula, A., 'Sexism in indexing?', 145
Burgess, Anthony, on names left out of indexes, 204
Burnhill, P., see Hartley, J.
Bush, G., Prestel indexing, 142-3
Butchart, I., on AACR 2 and the newer media, 161
Butcher, J.
Copy-editing, 128
Typescripts, proofs and indexes, reviewed, 104
Butler, B., 45
Butlerworths: history of a publishing house (Jones), reviewed, 229
Buttress, F.A., World guide to abbreviations of organizations, 166
CABLIS, British Library bulletin, 194
Calvocoressi, P., with A. Bristow, Freedom to publish, reviewed, 163-4
Cambridge Antiquarian Society: index to Proceedings, 178F
Cambridge University Press
archives on microfilm, 73
visit by SI members, 57
Cambridgeshire archive collection, and manual, 59
Cambridgeshire chronicle, indexing of, 59
Campbell, I., Senior Tutor, Rapid Results College correspondence course, 206
Campbell, M.: information services directory, 22
Canada, Draft chronology for a study of indexing and abstracting in (IASC/SCAD), 36
Canada, indexing services in, 36-8
Canadian business periodicals index (1979-80), 166
Canadian ethnic serials, Checklist of (comp. Bogusis, ed. Blazek), 230
Canadian Library Association, 36, 37
Canadian Periodical Index, 37, 38
Canadian business periodicals index (1979-80), 166
Canadian business periodicals index (1979-80), 166
Canadian culture periodicals index (1979-80), 166
Canadian ethnic serials, Checklist of (comp. Bogusis, ed. Blazek), 230
Canadian Library Association, 36, 37
Canadian Periodical Index, 37, 38
Carbery, M., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
Career patterns: ... a study of the library/information field (Slater), reviewed, 108
Carey Award, 45
Carlyle, Thomas, Latter-day pamphlets, index entries from, 143
Carnap, R., on the notion of relevance in information science, 15
Carter, President J., and White House conference on library and information services, 93; address, 94
Carter, M.A., see Dewe, A.
Cataloguing (Hunter and Bakewell), reviewed, 45, 46
cataloguing, automated: management issues, 45-6
Cuante, D.: survey of publishers' book contracts, in New Statesman, 147
Ceefax TV display system, 46, 142
Celex computerized documentation system, 199
Census returns, indexing of, 72
Centre for Computational Linguistics, 174
Centre Pompidou, Paris, film archive, 83
Chadwyck-Healey, C.E., indexing in the context of microform publishing, 73-8
Charbonneau, B., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
Chataway, C., and Guinness book of records, 127
*Chemical Abstracts*, indexing manual, 171
Cheshire, J., speaker at SI Cambridge conference, 57
children, use of books and indexes by, 59-60
children’s books
   index of authors (Moscow State Library), 141
   indexes to, 58; in Australia (Miller), 29-33
Children’s literary characters 1981 (Mortimore), reviewed, 228-9
Children’s literature: Information sources in
   (Meacham), reviewed, 50-1
China official annual report 1980, 147
Churchman, C.W., on evaluating information systems, 15
Christopher, R.A., on Whealley Medal award 1980, 194
Cinema and research, 75
Cinemateque Francaise, Paris: film archives, 83
Children’s books
   in serials librarianship, 224
Clack, D.H. (ed.), The making of a code: the issues
   (Farringdon), 185-8
classification: confusion with indexing, 177
classification and subject indexing course, 1
Clio Press: agreement to avoid ‘see’ and ‘see also’
   references, 171
Coles, E., G. Lloyd and D. Simandl (panel), The
   Business School of Amsterdam: survey in Which?, 214
   contracts for indexing, 62-3
   ‘convict indexing’ in the 1880s (Drazan), 27-8
Cook, E., on Baby and child index, 148
Coole, R.D. (Sally): obituary, 72
Cooper, A., see Singleton, A.
Cooper, W.S., on relevance in information retrieval, 18
Cooper, M.D., on cost-effectiveness in information services, 19
Crane, R., on relevance in information retrieval, 18
   copy-editing: payment, work involved, and comparison
   with indexing, letters, 129-30, 203-4
Copyright (Scarles), reviewed, 104
Copyright, A user’s guide to (Flint), 54
Cotton, D.A., and K.G.B. Bakewell (revisers), The
   London classification of business studies, 2nd ed., 21
Council for British Archaeology (CBA)
   research report, The effect of man on the landscape: the Lowland Zone: index, 175, 176F
Craig, S.: assistance with new correspondence course, 205
Cross, R.C., Indexing books, reviewed, 159-60
   at Patent Office, 121-3
   philatelic periodical (Palen), 207-9
   with *INDEX program (Pasachoff and Kutner),
   translation, 78
   preparation of, for poems of Dylan Thomas (Farrington), 185-8
   conference proceedings: need for indexes, 171, 177, 226
   ‘Confessions of an ex-Secretary’ (Gordon), 88-9
   Consciousness (G.A. (comp.)), A dictionary of the characters and scenes in the novels . . . of H.G. Wells, 51
Connolly, P. The Roman army: index, 32
Consumers’ Association: survey of home computers, 214
contracting catalogue, 77
Collins, J., joint designer of British official publications catalogue, 77
Collison, R.L., 114, 151
encyclopedia articles on indexing, 116
future of indexes and indexing, 171-3
   Indexes and indexing, 90, 151
   method of dealing with prepositions, 128
   obituary of R.D. Coole, 72
   on indexes to fiction, 127
   President of SI, 57
   workshop leader at SI conference, 58
   Common Market, indexing and the (Ramsay), 197-9
   Compositors and readers, Hart’s rules for (OUP), reviewed, 49-50
   computer-assisted production of bibliographic databases in history (Falk), 131-9
   Computer-based bibliographic information services, Case studies in (Tedd), reviewed, 107
   computation board for Universities, 187
   computer equipment
      definitions, 188
      survey in Which?, 214
      see also microcomputers; microprocessors; microchips; word processors
   Computer publications survey, 230
   computer systems by name, see separate entries
   computer uses, 2, 78
      cataloguing, 45, 46, 75-6, 77
   concordances, see *next heading*
   dictionary compiling, 72, 212
   in serials librarianship, 224
   indexing, 70-1, 92, 169, 173, 206, 228
   at Patent Office, 121-3
   philatelic periodical (Palen), 207-9
   with *INDEX program (Pasachoff and Kutner),
   translation, 78
   preparation of, for poems of Dylan Thomas (Farrington), 185-8
   conference proceedings: need for indexes, 171, 177, 226
   ‘Confessions of an ex-Secretary’ (Gordon), 88-9
   Consciousness (G.A. (comp.)), A dictionary of the characters and scenes in the novels . . . of H.G. Wells, 51
   Connolly, P. The Roman army: index, 32
   Consumers’ Association: survey of home computers, 214
   contracts for indexing, 62-3
   ‘convict indexing’ in the 1880s (Drazan), 27-8
   Cook, E., on Baby and child index, 148
   Coole, R.D. (Sally): obituary, 72
   Cooper, A., see Singleton, A.
   Cooper, M.D., on cost-effectiveness in information services, 19
   Cooper, W.S., on relevance in information retrieval, 18
   copy-editing: payment, work involved, and comparison
   with indexing, letters, 129-30, 203-4
   Copyright (Scarles), reviewed, 104
   Copyright, A user’s guide to (Flint), 54
   copyright sub-committee appointed by library organizations in UK, 199
   Cotton, D.A., and K.G.B. Bakewell (revisers), The
   London classification of business studies, 2nd ed., 21
   Council for British Archaeology (CBA)
      research report, The effect of man on the landscape: the Lowland Zone: index, 175, 176F
   Craig, S.: assistance with new correspondence course, 205
   Cranfield conference, 8th, 154
   Criner, K., and M. Johnson-Hall: article on Videotex in Special Librarian, 143
   Cross, R.C., Indexing books, reviewed, 159-60
   Cuadra, C.A., on relevance in information retrieval, 16, 17

Daily Telegraph, index quoted in, 92
Dainty, D.
   introduction to correspondence course, 205
   on indexing of novels, 127
   Dallas, V., archaeological indexes, 180
   Damon, S.F., A Blake dictionary, 53
   Danish Filmmuseum, 84
   data processing terms, 21, 165
   database indexing, structure in (Anderson), 3-13
   Davey, J., Mining coal: index, 31
   Davies, L., see Hartley, J.
   Dawe, R.: index to Archaeology in Essex, 216
   de Beer, E.: index to John Evelyn’s diary, 34
   de Cardi, B.: archaeological indexes, 180
   de Quincey, T.: collected writings: index entries, 199
   de Tocqueville, A., Democracy in America, 14
   Dekock, P., Search: an interaction unit introducing library skills, reviewed, 110
Dellow, E.L., *A first course in proof correcting*, reviewed, 104

Dennis, N., review by, praising index, 158

Dent, W., see Shaw, M.

Dent, J.M., publishers, 185

Dereham, J., editor at SI colloquy, 145

Dewey Decimal Classification, 4, 5, 49
dictionary compiling by computer, 72, 212
dises: Basic tabulation list (World Health Organization), 53

Disulfiram in the treatment of alcoholism, bibliography, 166

Dixon, G.
alphabetization of prepositions, letter, 201
reviews by, 162, 225-6
work on new correspondence course, 205

Documentaliste, 141, 212
documentation standards, France and Canada, 212

Domestic Information Display System, US, 95

Donnell, R.: index to *The American book of days*, 100

Dougherty, R.M., on systems analysis in library science, 14

Dow, S., on archaeological indexing, 57, 175, 177, 181, 182, 183

Downing, J., on international implications of AACR 2, 160

Downs, J.: filing arrangement, 225

Dranan, J.G.
indexing as hard labor: 'convict indexing' in the 1980s, 27-8

*The Pacific northwest: an index to people and places in books*, 54

Dunn, F.T.
index entries from de Quincey's *Collected writings*, 199
typing of indexes, letter, 203

Dykstra, M., at SI International conference, 38

Earls Colne, Essex: indexing of historical documents, 75

East, H., *Some statistical indicators of UK abstracting and indexing services*, reviewed, 107

Eaves, M., indexer of *A Blake dictionary*, 53

Echard, Laurence, on the drudgery of compiling an index, 147

Edinburgh Official Gazette, 196

*Editing scientific books and journals: an ELSE-Ciba Foundation guide for editors* (O'Connor), 53

*Editorial recruitment, ALPSP seminar report*, 230

Edmunds, A., on decision-making by indexers, 183

Educational audiovisual materials: directory of national information agencies (Council of Europe), 166

*Educational topics: Where to look things up* (comp. Wallis), reviewed, 162-3

Elliott, B.J.: article in *The Local Historian* on newspaper indexing, 72

*Encyclopaedia Britannica*
articles on 'index' and 'indexing' in, 113
index to 11th ed., 159, 171
Indexing Manual, 171
encyclopædias for children, Australia and New Zealand, 29-30
cyclopedia, finding 'index' in, cartoon, 202F

Encyclopedia Americana, indexing manual, 171

*Encyclopedia of library and information science*
article on SI by K.G.B. Bakewell, 184, 202
articles on indexes, 115-16, 202

Encyclopedias, 'indexes' and 'indexing' in (Wellisch), 113-16; comment by K.G.B. Bakewell, 202

Engels, F.: archives on microfilm, 73

*Enterprise, The heart of (Beer)*, 53


Eurocom Data (computer-microfiche bureau), 187

European Community publications, indexing of (Ramsay), 197-9

European Life Science Editors' Association (ELSE), 105

Evans, B.: letter in *The Bookseller* on index production by computer, 206

Evans, C., *The mighty micro: the impact of the computer revolution*, reviewed, 47-8

Evans, D., see Shaw, M.

Evelyn, John: index to diary by E. de Beer, 34


Exeter Museum, history of Sidmouth in, 153, 154

facts and how to find them (McWhirter), 125-7

Fairclough, R.H., on AACR 2 and maps, 161

Falk, J.D., computer-assisted production of bibliographic databases in history, 131-9

*Family History News and Digest*, articles in indexes to probate records, 141

indexing Census returns, 72

Farrington, J.M. and M.G., *A concordance and wordlists to the poems of Dylan Thomas*, 185-7, 187F

Farrington, M.G., preparation of a computer-generated concordance, 185-8

Fast, L., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37

Fédération Internationale des Archives du Film (FIAF), 83-8 passim

fees for indexing, see payment for indexing

Feinberg, H. (ed.), *Mini-thesauri*, reviewed, 228

fiction
index search in, 33-4
indexes in, 26, 124, 200
indexes to fictional characters, 51-2, 228-9
indexes to novels, 26, 109, 125, 127, 172, 222

*Field Artillery Journal*: index by L.L. Miller Jr., 110

Fielding, Henry, concordance to works of, 185

*Film library catalogue, Central (Central Office of Information)*, 110

*Film periodicals, The international index to*: a cooperative indexing project (Thorpe), 83-8

Filmmuseum, Denmark, 84

*Financial Times*, index, 145

Finner, R., joint designer of British Official Publications catalogue, 77

Finkel, G., 30

Finniston, Sir Montague, speaker at Aslib/HS/LA conference, 140

Fisk, N.
on authors as indexers, 144
review by, 49-50


Flint, M.F., *A user's guide to copyright*, 54

Flitton, M., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 36-7

Flowerdew, A.D.J., on paper indexing, 72

*Flora of New Zealand*, reviewed, 104

Ford, W.D. (Representative, Michigan): interest in library services, 93, 94, 97
Grant Richards (publishers): index to microfilmed archives, 74
Gray, H. St G., on archaeological indexing, 177
Gray, J.C., appointed adviser on UK information services, 209
Greek and Latin authors: 800 BC-AD 1000 (Grant), 110
Greig, P.E.,

activities of the Canadian Society June 1978-June 1979, 36-8
at SI conferences, 38, 61
on microfiche collections sold to libraries, 78
Groden, M. (comp.), James Joyce's manuscripts: an index, reviewed, 163
Guardian, The: indexed and unedited review of index by K.G.B. Bakewell, 92
Guinness book of records (ed. McWhirter), 127
Guttmann, S.A., R.L. Jones and S.M. Parrish (eds.), The concordance to the standard edition of the . . . works of Sigmund Freud, 210-12

Haas, C.: radio programme on Gerald Moore, 213
Hagges, J.: questionnaire on indexing services in Australia, 24
Hall, B.
Chairman, Board of Assessors Working Party, 206
reviews by, 159, 228
Hall, S., Australia and New Zealand: index, 31-2
Hamburg, M., on costs of information services, 14
Hamilton, G.
on subject coverage in government libraries, 225
speaker on SI at Aslib/IIS/LA conference, 140
Harbo, O., and L. Kajberg (eds.), Theory and application of information research, 166
Harding, D., The Iron Age in Lowland Britain: index, 181
Harfax directory of industry data sources (ed. Benjamin), 230
Harper and Brothers (publishers): index to microfilmed archives, 74
Harrison, P., indexer of public records, 146
Harrold, L.M., 57, 144
member of correspondence course panel, 205
on Wheatley Medal awards for 1979, 79-80
reviews by, 105-6, 227-8
Harsdörffer, G.P., Delitiae philosophicae et mathematicae: instruction in indexing, 170
Hari, H., Rules for compositors and readers at the University Press, Oxford, reviewed, 49-50
Hart, J., and Field Enterprises Ltd.: cartoon on 'index' in encyclopedia, 202F
Hartley, J., and P. Winkler (eds.), Anglo-American cataloguing rules: award of Margaret Mann citation, 35
Innes, Michael (J.l.M. Stewart), *The weight of the evidence*, indexer in, 124

INSPEC (Information Services for the Physics and Engineering Communities)
- Directors appointed, 82
- 8th Cranfield conference, 154
- *INSPEC matters*: definitions of computer equipment, 188
- *INSPEC thesaurus 1981*, 165

Institute of Information Scientists (IIS)
- and copyright sub-committee, 199
- joint conference with Aslib and LA, 1, 140-1, 184, 225-6

*International classification*: articles by H. Wellisch on

Innes, Michael (J.I.M. Stewart), *The weight of the evidence*, indexer in, 124

Ireland, N.O.: encyclopedia article on indexes, 116

International Labour Office, ILO thesaurus, 21

International Council for the French Language: Vocabulaire de la micrographie, 174

International Council of Scientific Unions Abstracting Board: seminar, 154

International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), *Names of persons*, supplement, 209

International Federation of Scientific Editors’ Associations (IFSEA), 105

*International index to film periodicals*, *The*: problems of co-ordinating a co-operative indexing project (Thorpe), 83-8

*International index to television periodicals*, 87

International Labour Office, *ILO thesaurus*, 21

International Organization for Standardization (ISO): *ISONET* formed, 223

International Publishing Corporation: acquisition of Butterworths, 229

International Society of Guatemala Collectors (1SGC)
- newsletter, *El Quetzal*, indexed, 207-9
- Ireland, N.O.: encyclopedia article on indexes, 116


Jackson, E.B., books on indexing reviewed by, 222

*Jacques Offenbach*: indexer named in bibliographical details, 158

*Jailbird* (Vonnegut), 26, 127, 222; reviewed, 109

James, D.G. (ed.), *Circulation of the blood*: index by A. Surrey (Wheatley Medal), 79-80

James, W., *The varieties of religious experience*: qualities of saints, 213

*Japanese literature in translation, Modern: a bibliography*, 53-4

Javitz, Senator J.: interest in library services, 94, 95

*Jewish Chronicle and Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society*: ed. by J.M. Shaftesley, 194

Jimenez, N. (comp.), *The Bible and the poetry of Christina Rossetti*, reviewed, 52

job structure in public libraries, 164-5

Johnson-Hall, M., *see Criner, K.*

Jones, D. (ed.), *Dylan Thomas: the poems*, 185

Jones, H.K., (author/indexer) *Butterworths: history of a publishing house*, reviewed, 229

Jones, Karen: film periodicals indexing, 84, 85

Jones, O.
- SI Programme Organizer, 88
- ‘The indexer as terrorist’, 130

Jones, R.L., *see Gutman, S.A.*

*Journal of Archaeological Science*: index, 180

*Journal of Documentation*, 214

Joyce, James: index to manuscripts, reviewed, 163

Kajberg, L., *see Harbo, O.*

Katter, R.V., on relevance in information retrieval, 16, 17

Kearton, Lord, at Aslib/IIS/LA conference, 141

Keenan, S., on abstracting and indexing services, 225

- *see also Brenner, E.H.*

Kellner, H.A., 170

Kemp, D.A., on relevance in information retrieval, 17

Kerrod, R.: *Coal mining*: index, 32

Kimbrough, J., *see Gore, D.*

Kinross, R., on the typography of indexes, 65, 66

Klumpner, G.H., *disadvantages of computer-generated concordances*, 210-12

Knight, G.N., 89, 106

- alphabetization of prepositions, 90, 91, 128, 129
- at SI International conference, 38
- indexer of BS 3700 (1964), 68
- *Indexing, the art of*, 26, 128, 129; reviewed, 45
- (ed.) *Training in indexing*, 90, 129

Kurmay, W.J.: *encyclopedia article on indexing*, 114

*Kurzweil document reader*, 188

Kutner, M.L., *see Pasachoff, J.M.*

Kutner, N.P., *see Pasachoff, J.M.*

Kuz, W.A., *Introduction to reference work*: misspelling in index, 38

*KWIC* (*Key Word in Context*), 12-13

*KWOC* (*Key Word Out of Context*) index to *Annual review of information science and technology* Vols. 1-14, 227

La Colla, S.: *encyclopedia article on indexes*, 114

Lancaster, F.W., relevance in information retrieval, 18

language, and international thesauri, 223

Lasercopi photocomposing machine, 188

Latham, R.C. and R.: indexing Pepys’ *Diary*, 34-5; publication of index, 204

*Latter-day pamphlets* (Carlyle), index entries from, 143

Lavell, C., 144

- problems of archaeological indexing, 175-84
- workshop leader at SI conference, 57-8, 183

*Law of Property Act, 1925*, *Index to*: entry in, 154

Le Neve, P., indexer of public records, 146

Leach, P., *Baby and child*: comments on index, 148

Leader, L., and *INDEX* computer program, 173n\n
legal aspects of indexing, 61, 62-3

legal indexing: workshop at SI conference, 58-9

Lehkus, D.J., *Book numbers*, reviewed, 224, 225

*LETTERS TO THE EDITOR*, 28, 128-30, 201-4

Leverette, C., editor, *IASC/SCAD Newsletter*, 38

Levin, Bernard
- on 9-vol. edition of Pepys’ *Diary* and its index, 34, 35
- *The pendulum years: Britain and the sixties*: index by author, 54

Lewicky, G., *ASI President-Elect*, 94

Lewis, C.S. *Narnia* books: study by M.C. Sammons, reviewed, 165

Lewis, D., *Director of Aslib*, 214

librarian and scholarly publisher relationship: report of ALPSP/Aslib/PCRC seminar, 230


*Librarianship, Women view: nine perspectives* (Lundy), reviewed, 230

libraries, national and university: need to index material in, 172-3

library and information services in US: White House conference, 93-7, 228
Library Association, 59
and copyright sub-committee, 199
conference jointly with Aslib and ILS, 1, 140-1, 184, 225-6
course jointly with Liverpool Polytechnic, 1
periodicals indexes, 171
Refer, journal of the Reference Special and Information Section, 110
Working Party on European Communities Publications, 197-9
Library Association Record, 38
article by K.G.B. Bakewell on indexing, 184
Library Lit: The Best of . . .: article from The Indexer included, 2
library management seminar, Liverpool, 154
Library of Congress
and White House conference on library and information services, 95, 96
Cumulative title index to the classified collections, 166
Library of Congress filing rules, 222
photograph collection catalogued, 77
Library of Congress classification, 4, 5, 13
library services for the disadvantaged (ALA directory), 229
library skills, teaching: Search (Dekock), 57
Line, J., linguist/indexer, 184
Linehan, C.D., the amateur indexer and the local historian, 153-4
Linzer, E., on delayed payments for indexing, 63
Lists, The book of (Wallechinsky, I. Wallace and A. Wallace), 53
Liverpool Polytechnic School of Librarianship and Information Studies
course jointly with LA on classification, 1
North Western Newsletter index, see separate entry
research project on PRECIS, 64
seminar on library management, 154
teaching book and periodical indexing at (Bakewell), 189-94
Lloyd, G., see Coates, E.
Lobies, F.B. (publishers): indexes to Le Monde, 82
local government boundaries, and indexing, 182
Local Historian, The: article on indexing a local newspaper, 72
local history documents, indexing of, 59, 75, 153-4
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation: DIALOG Information Retrieval Service, 3, 131
Logophile: The Cambridge Journal of Words and Language: article on dictionary compiling using computer, 72
London classification of business studies, The, 2nd ed. (revised Bakewell and Cotton), 21
London education classification, The:thesaurus, 48
London School of Economics, and index to Beatrice Webb's Diary, 74
Longman (publishers): indexing of archives, 74
Longman new generation dictionary, 212
Los Angeles County Library catalogues, 46
Lubetzky, S., and AACR 2, 161
Lukyniuk, M., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
Lundy, K.R., Women view librarianship: nine perspectives, reviewed, 230
Lunn, A. (comp.), BNB/BSD, 1949-1979, 53
Lyons, A.B., on typing of indexes, letter, 129; comments on, 202, 203

McAra, D., on need for author to approve index, 145
Maccabee, F. (comp.), Royal Aeronautical Society Publications index 1897-1977, reviewed, 109-10
McCarthy, A.: assistance with new correspondence course, 205
McCordick, I., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
Macfarlane, N., MP, speaker at Aslib/IIS/LA conference, 140
McGovern, J., at SI Cambridge conference, 61
Macmillan (publishers): acquisition of Bentley, 74
McNaught, J., see Somers, H.L.
McWhirter, N.D.: facts and how to find them, 125-7; discussion, 127
McWhirter, R., 126
Mallinconico, S.M., on automated library catalogues, 3, 13; and AACR 2, 161
Management issues in automated cataloging: Requiem for the card catalog (Gore, Kimbrough and Spyers-Duran, eds.), reviewed, 45-6
Mansbridge, R.: survey of authors' opinions of publishers in US, 147
Mansell Publishing: acquisition by H.W. Wilson Co., 214
Manual of style (University of Chicago Press), 171
treatment of prepositions, 90, 91, 92
MARC (Machine Readable Cataloguing), 4, 6, 13
index to UK MARC Project by Liverpool students, 191
Margaret Mann Citation, award of, 35
Marland, M., 140
Marler, R.: index to Guinness book of records, 127
Maron, M.E.: relevance theory in information systems, 18
Marx, Eleanor, 74
Marx, Karl: archives on microfilm, 73-4
Masson, D. (ed.), Collected writings of Thomas de Quincey: index entries, 199
Mathematics magazine index 1926-77 (ed. Seebach and Steen), 53
Matthews, J.R.R., Choosing an automated library system, reviewed, 164-5
Matthews, W. (ed.), The Diary of Samuel Pepys, Vols. 1-9, and index, 34, 204
Maxwell, M.F., Handbook for AACR 2, reviewed, 160, 161
Meacham, M., Information sources in children's literature, reviewed, 50-1
Meadows, J., see Oakeshott, P.
meaning and concept in arrangement of indexes, 150-3
mechanized information transfer: INSPEC conference, 154
medicine: workshop at SI conference, 60
Medieval Archaeology: indexes by A. Morley, 180, 181
Mellanby, K., workshop leader at SI conference, 60
Melson, A., indexer named in bibliographical details of book reviewed, 158
Metropolitan Toronto Library: film archive, 83
Michael Joseph Ltd., represented at SI colloquy with publishers, 145
Michell, C., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
Micro, the mighty: the impact of the computer revolution (Evans), reviewed, 47-8
microcomputers, 78
definition, 188
for use at home, 206, 214; Owning your home computer (Perry), reviewed, 228
Microelectronics, the new technology (Department of Industry and COI), 53
microform publishing, 47-8
advantages for visual material, 76-7
durability compared with books, 78
indexing in the context of (Chadwyck-Healey), 73-8; discussion, 78
microfiches for concordance, 185, 187
Reed, M.J.P., on librarians as communicators, 227
Rees, A.M., on relevance in information retrieval, 17
Refer (journal), 110
Refereeing, commissioning and editing, ALPSP seminar report, 165
Regazzi, J.J., evaluating indexing systems: a review after Cranfield, 14-21
Registered Indexers of SI, 205, 206
Reichsfilmarchiv, Berlin, 83
Reid, D., Glasgow University Archivist, 195
Remington Soundex phonetic indexing system, 81
Reprographic Quarterly, 75
Research, a handbook for writers and journalists (Hoffman), reviewed, 46
Resnick, A., on relevance in information retrieval, 17
retrieval speed in relation to method of alphabetization in indexes, 151-3
RIBA booklist 1980-81, 230
Ridpath, L. (ed.), Coal: index, 31
Rimmer, B.M., Guide to US patent and trademark literature, 124
Rivet, A.L.: index to Britannia, 183
Roberts, N., on attitude of librarians to AACR 2, 161
Robertson, Carolyn, A bibliography of standards relevant to indexing and abstracting and the presentation of information, reviewed, 165
Robertson, Cecil: member of SI Working Party on Training, 206
Rochell, C.C. (ed.), An information agenda for the 1980s: proceedings of a colloquium (ALA) reviewed, 225-6
Rodway, S.: index to Methods of book design, 2nd ed., 67, 71
Roe, G. (ed.), Seminar on AACR 2, reviewed, 160, 161
Roloff, H.: article on cataloguing in library handbook, 116
Root thesaurus (BSI), reviewed, 223-4
Roper, M., The Public Record Office and its means of reference, 146-7
Ross, BevAnne: alphabetization of prepositions, letter, 201-2
Ross, J.M., index by, 217
Rossetti, Christina, The Bible and the poetry of: a concordance (comp. Jimenez), reviewed, 52
Rossetti, W.M., 52
Rothenburg, D.H., evaluating information systems, 15
Rothman, J., encyclopedia article on indexing, 115-16
Rouse, S.: bibliographic data base directory, 22
Rouslin, A.H., book indexing bibliography, 106
Routledge, R.J., Jr: lecture on abstracts, 209
Routledge, R.J., Jr: lecture on abstracts, 209
Royal Aeronautical Society Publications index 1897-1977, reviewed, 109-10
Royal College of Art, Graphic Information Research Unit, 2
Rush, J., system of indexing surnames in the Home Office, 81-2
Rubinstein, E., 'Saints and indexers', 213-14
Rydings, H.A., at Aslib/IIS/LA conference, 140
Sadleir, M.: collection of novels, 74
'Saints and indexers' (Rubinstein), 213-14
Sallis, J.: the indexer's scope for influence, letter, 130
Sammons, M.C., A guide through Narnia, reviewed, 165
Sandison, A., on space allowed for indexes, 145
Saracevic, T., on the concept of relevance in information science, 15, 15-16, 17
Saunders, W.L.: address at Aslib/IIS/LA conference, 140
Wheatley Medals presented by, 79F, 80, 80F
Savage, T.R., on relevance in information retrieval, 17
Scarles, C., Copyright, reviewed, 104
schools, use of indexes in, 59-60, 140
Schutz, A.: system of relevance in information, 15
Science and technology development (United Nations Secretariat), 63-4
Science fiction story index 1950-1979 (revised Fletcher), 230
Science Reference Library, 117, 148
Science Research Council: Atlas Computer Laboratory, 187
SConUL (Standing Conference of National and University Libraries), and copyright subcommittee, 199
Scott's standard postage stamp catalogue, 208
'see' and 'see also' references, 171, 190
Serial publications: their place and treatment in libraries (Osborn), reviewed, 224-5
Serials librarianship (ed. Bourne), reviewed 224, 225
'Sexism in indexing?' (Bula), 145
Seymour, Senator W.N., and US public libraries, 95
Shaftesley, John M.: obituary, 194
Shakespeare concordance, 210
Sharma, R.N., see Singh, M.
Short story index (ed. Yaakov), 110
Sidmouth: indexing of manuscript history, 153-4
Simandl, D., see Coates, E.
Simpkins, J., leader and reporter of workshops at SI conference, 58-9
Sims, J., A list and index of parliamentary papers relating to India, 1908-1947, 230
Singapore National Library, 106
Singh, M., and R.N. Sharma, Cumulative index to public administration, 53
Singleton, A., and A. Cooper, The role of subscription agents, 230
Skinner, J., 127
Slater, M., Career patterns and the occupational image: a study of the library/information field, reviewed, 108
Smith, D., see Shaw, M.
Smith, R., compensations of indexing, 141
Smullen, I.: letter in UK Press Gazette on Whitaker's almanack index, 221
SNOBOL computer program, 173n
Social Science Research Council, 187
Society of Antiquaries of London, indexes for, 180
Society of Archivists, and copyright sub-committee, 199
Society of Authors, 60
members' opinions of publishers, 147
Society of Indexers (SI): Board of Assessors, 205, 206
book dedication to, 45
conferences: Cambridge (1980), 1, 57-61, 183; International (1978), 33, 38, 140
Newsletter exchange, 38
officers, 56, 112, opp. 168, opp. 232
publication jointly with ABC-Clio and ASI, 159
references to, in published works, 46, 184, 202
referred to in teaching at Liverpool, 190
Registrar, 205, 206
session at Aslib/IIS/LA conference, 140
voluntary work of members, 88-9
working parties, 206; of Board of Assessors, 206; technology, 169, 206; training, 206

Soergel, D.  
*Indexing languages and thesauri*, 48  
on information retrieval, 18

Solow, L.I., winner of H.W. Wilson Award for index to *Beyond Orpheus*, 72

Somers, H.L., and J. McNaught: article in *Incorporated Linguist* on translation using computer, 78

Sonnenschein, S. (publisher): archives, 73-4

'Source, The', home computer system, 95

Special Libraries Association: 72nd annual conference, 154

spellings, difficult, 50

Spyers-Duran, P., see also Gore, D.

standardization of terminology, 223; see also thesauri; vocabularies, specialized

*Standards relative to indexing and abstracting: bibliography* (comp. Robertson), reviewed, 165

Stapledon, W., indexer of public records, 146

Steen, L.A., see Seebach, A.

Stewart, N.: encyclopedia article on indexing, 114

Stiling, W.G., speaker at 1ASC annual meeting, 37

Strachey, J., translator of Freud's writings, 211, 212

*Sunday Telegraph*: review praising an index, 158

Sweeney, J.M., review by, 47

Swets, J.A., on information retrieval, 16

Swift, Jonathan, on book indexes, quoted, 28, 214

*table of contents*, 33

as 'index', 170

Tate, J.E., see Gilbert, P.F.

Taube, M., on information retrieval, 16

Tauber, M.F.: encyclopedia article on 'index', 114

tax allowance for indexers, 61

Taylor, L.J.  
*Copyright for librarians*, 194

index to *A librarian's handbook* Vol. 2, awarded Wheatley Medal, 194

index to ASLIB/ILS/LA conference report, *The nationwide provision and use of information*, 226

index to *Serials librarianship*, 225

teaching book and periodical indexing at Liverpool (Bakewell), 189-94

Tebo, J.D. (ed.), *Proceedings of the second seminar on freelance indexing* (ASLI), reviewed, 106

Tedd, L., *Case studies in computer-based bibliographic information services*, reviewed, 107

terminology in indexing

archaeology, 57, 177, 180

archives, changes in course of time, 77

Common Market publications, 197, 198

law, 59

*thesauri*

archaeological terms, 57, 177, 180

Aslib lists, 174

*Guidelines for . . . monolingual thesauri* (BS 5723), 47, 223

House of Commons Library, 77

*Indexing languages and thesauri* (Soergel), 48

INSPEC (1981), 165

London education classification, 48

*Mini-thesauri* (ed. Feinberg), 228

multilingual, 230

needed for indexing, 140, 172

*Root thesaurus* (BSI), 223-4

*Thesaurofacet*, 48, 224

*Thesaurus-making* (Townley and Gee), 228

see also vocabularies, specialized

Thomas, Dylan: concordances, 185-8

Thomas, P., on index to BBC news broadcasts, 75

Thompson, M.: study of alphabetical filing preferences, 150

Thorpe, F., *The international index to film periodicals*: problems of co-ordinating a co-operative indexing project, 83-8

time allowed for compiling indexes, 144

*Times, The*  
'Beware—computer at work', 169

survey of authors' opinions of publishers reported in, 147

type sizes and legibility, 172

*Times Higher Education Supplement, The*: article by K.G.B. Bakewell on indexing, 141, 184

Tottel, R., 229

Townley, H.M., and R.D. Gee, *Thesaurus-making*, reviewed, 228

training in indexing

courses in Canada and US, 206

recent developments (Gordon), 205-6

teaching at Liverpool Polytechnic (Bakewell), 189-94

*translation*  
and concordance compilation, 211, 212

use of computer, 78

Treese, W., art library cataloguing system, 75

Trevitt, J., *Book design*, reviewed, 104

Trump, B.: archaeological indexing, 180, 181

Tucker, B., on AACR 2 in Library of Congress, 160

Turner, H.: *Town defences in England and Wales*: index, 177

Turoff, M., see Hiltz, S.


*Typescripts, proofs and indexes* (Butcher), reviewed, 104

typewriter, first patent for, 125n

typing of indexes, and alternatives, 59, 66

letters, 28, 128-9, 202-3

*UK Press Gazette*: letter on Whitaker's *almanack* index, 221

UNISIST  
*Indexing principles*, 49

*Newsletter cumulative index* 1973-1978, 54

United Kingdom Serials Group *Newsletter*: recommendation for journal volume indexes, 222

United Nations publications on specialized terminology, 63-4

United States Congressional documents: index and explanatory booklet, 13, 222

Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), 5, 21, 64, 174

University Library, Cambridge: exhibition of indexes, 57
University of California, Los Angeles: Richard Bentley archives, 74
University of California, Santa Barbara: art exhibition catalogues, 75-6
University of Chicago Press, Manual of style, 90, 91, 92, 171
University of Illinois: Richard Bentley archives, 74
University of Keele: experimental studies of alphabetization, 150
University of Southern California: film archive, 83
Urdang, L. 'The human use of human indexers' (The Indexer 11 (3) 125-31) reproduced in Library Lit, 2
(ed.) Twentieth-century American nicknames, 110
Videotex/Videotext, IV information service, 143
Viewdata, 142; see also Prestel vocabularies, specialized, 21, 63-4, 165, 174
Vonnegut, K., 21
Cat's cradle, 109
Jailbird, novel indexed by author, 26, 127, 222; reviewed, 109
Vrooman, H.T., on librarians as communicators, 227
Wallace, I. and A., see Wallechinsky, D.
Wallis, E.J., 72
member of correspondence course panel, 205
member of SI Working Party on Training, 206
microform marketing, 78
professional status of indexers, 144
publication of indexer's name, 145
reviews by, 47-8, 106, 107, 159-60, 163-4, 165, 229-30; shorter notices, 53, 53-4, 54
SI brains trust panelist, 144
(comp.) Where to look things up: A-Z of sources on all major educational topics, reviewed, 162-3
Wallis, H.F., review by, 46
Wallner, J., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
Ward, R.: letter to Library Association Record, on a misspelling, 38
Waters, J., see Austin, D.
Webb, Beatrice: index to Diary, 74
Weber, C., guide to freelance indexing, 106
Wedgeworth, R. (ed.) ALA world encyclopedia of library and information services, reviewed, 105-6
ALA yearbook 1980, reviewed, 227-8
Weight of the evidence, The (Innes), indexer in, 124
Weisskopf, G., on German-English translation, 212
Wellish, H.H.: alphabetization of prepositions in indexes, 90-2; comments on, 128-9, 201-2
German 17th century instruction in indexing, 170
'How to make an index—16th century style', article in International classification, 209
'indexes' and 'indexing' in encyclopedias, 113-16; comment on, 202
Indexing and abstracting: an international bibliography, reviewed, 159
on early indexes, 65
statistics of abstracting and indexing: article in International classification, 209
winner of first H.W. Wilson Award, 202
Wells, H.G.
A dictionary of the characters and scenes in the novels . . . of H.G. Wells (Connes), 51
Who's who in H.G. Wells (Ash), reviewed, 51-2
Wharram Percy archaeological site index to first report, 177
place name, 182
Wheatley, A., speaker at Aslib/1IS/LA conference, on indexing by computer, 140, 226
Wheatley, H.B., 183, 199
cyclopedia article on 'index', 113
How to make an index, 113, 116
index to Pepys' Diary, 34
Wheatley Medal, 190
1979 awards, 72, 79-80
1980 award, 194
Which?, survey of home computers, 214
White House conference on library and information services (Post), 93-7, 228
Whitehead, C.M.E., on cost-benefit in information services, 195
Whitehead, J.: survey of word processing in Journal of Documentation, 214
Wilkinson, F.
index by, 175, 176F
report on workshop at SI conference, 57-8
Williams, M.E.
bibliographic data base directory, 22
(ed.) Annual review of information science and technology: Vol. 13 (reviewed), 49; Vol. 14 (reviewed), 227
Williams, R.C., A concordance to the collected poems of Dylan Thomas, 186F, 187
Williamson, H.: Methods of book design, 65; index, 67, 71
printing and indexing, 65-72
Wilson, H.W., Company indexes, 114, 171
Mansell Publishing acquired by, 214
Wilson Award, 72, 202
Winkler, P., see Gorman, M.
Wisden, index to, 127
Wolf, E., work on Freud, 210
Women view librarianship: nine perspectives (Lundy), reviewed, 230
Wood, E., Field guide to archaeology, 175
Woodley, R., speaker at IASC annual meeting, 37
Woolf, Virginia, Orlando, published with index, 222
Woolfe, R., Videotext, 143
word processors, 206
definition, 188
incompatible equipment, and conversion, 78
use by British publishers, 166, 227
word processing survey, in Journal of Documentation, 214
World Health Organization: International classification of diseases: list with index, 53
Writers' and artists' yearbook: 1980, 54; 1981, reviewed, 165
Writers' Guild: survey of authors' opinions of publishers, 147
WYLBUR/170 computer system, 207, 208
Yaakov, J. (ed.), Short story index (1900-1978), 110
Young, H., et al. (comp.), ALA glossary, 21
Zeus: Zentralblatt für Erziehungswissenschaft und Schule, 110
Ziman, J.M., on relevance in scientific information, 15